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Description
Boone,
In keeping with our conversations about handling plugin updates for the Commons, I've created a topic branch in my local env where
I've updated the plugins identified on the 5th as having minor updates available. Here is the list:
NextGEN Gallery
WPtouch Mobile Plugin
xili-language
xili-xl-bbp-addon
As soon as you tell me that you are OK with these updates being included in tomorrow's release I will merge that branch and push up
the changes.
I will also have an update for you later tonight on the new CAC Plugin Updates plugin I've been working on.
History
#1 - 2013-10-10 03:55 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from New to Assigned
Looks good. Thanks, Dom.
#2 - 2013-10-10 04:30 PM - Dominic Giglio
Awesome. I'll merge these updates into 1.5.x along with the first pass at my plugin updates plugin so we can have a look at it as soon as you release
tomorrow.
The first version will be ineffectual. It will merely display the plugins to make sure I've got the structure down and then you and I can discuss what
features we actually want/need. I'd rather not add a bunch of stuff right from the start (that we may not even want) because that would just be a waste
of time.
I will update the existing ticket (#2131) with some specifics when I push the code up.
#3 - 2013-10-10 07:34 PM - Dominic Giglio
- Status changed from Assigned to Resolved
I've merged the branch with plugin updates into 1.5.x and they will be pushed up in a little bit when I push up the rest of the stuff I've been working on.
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